PATRANbari Single Patient Use Slide Sheet
Jamar Health Products, Inc., produces the largest variety of single-patient, multipleuse slide sheets. We are the leader in this category of safe patient handling devices.
Safe patient handling
PATRANbari reduces caregiver
injuries, provides patient
comfort, reduces skin shear and
eliminates cross infection. It is
used for lateral transfer,
repositioning, turning and many
other patient-handling tasks.
Log-rolling the patient isn’t
required when using
PATRANbari. Using PATRAN®
products has cut workers’
compensation costs related to
moving patients by more than 75
percent.
No weight limit
This slide sheet measures
78”x45” so it is a bit longer,
wider and thicker than other
PATRAN slide sheets. There is no
limit to the weight of a patient
who can be moved with
PATRANbari. However, caregiver
standards should be considered
as it takes more effort and more
people to safely move a 700-lb.
patient than a 300-lb. patient.
Nondirectional
PATRANbari is slippery and
moves in all directions. Use it to
assist with more than 20
different patient handling tasks.

Number of uses
PATRANbari can be used more than
30 times with the same patient.
Convenient
PATRANbari is individually folded so
it can be carried or put in a patient’s
room. Any PATRANbari product can
be made into Solo or Pocket style
slide sheets.* Solos are individually
bagged versions. Pockets are more
compactly folded and individually
bagged to fit in a caregiver's pocket
or a tight space. Wall dispensers are
also available. Having PATRANbari
close at hand is critical to
compliance.
*Additional lead time may be necessary and
pricing will be higher with special option requests.

Training
Training is important. We offer
written and video instructions.
Warranty
Jamar Health Products, Inc., will
replace any defective PATRAN
products for a period of two years
from the date of purchase. The
warranty includes freight within the
USA.

PRODUCT #/NAME

SIZE (INCHES)

COLOR

PACKAGING/REMARKS

1845/PATRANbari
9622/Dispenser

78x45

Pink
Clear

20/Box
Holds all PATRAN® products in boxes or individually
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PATRAN is latex-free,
recyclable, and contains antistat.

